We will be starting our own school in the near future. This will be considered "on the job training".
We have been working on a few University designs.

Positions Available
Sales, Shop Helpers, Investors and General
Labor
Apprenticeship - Custom Fabrication, Manufacturing and Sales.
We are seeking individuals who are mechanically minded, can multi-task, have strong math skills, can
think in 3-dimensional and sketch accordingly.
This is an apprentice position to serve directly under the President, so you must have a strong willingness to
listen and learn.
The job will entail not only learning our unique trade but dealing directly with customers, managing
multiple complex custom projects all at once. From custom residential / commercial jobs ranging in scope
from fire tables, water and fire features, Vortex Fires, custom burners or whatever our clients can dreamup. You will be required to take their abstract ideas and engineer them into reality. Our clientele range from
international hotels, restaurants, private custom homes, contractors, architects and even DIY (Do-ItYourself) dads and moms at home.
Apprenticeship / Shop Helper
Candidate will take responsibility for maintaining a clean work environment, knowledge of all types of
tools.
Further candidate will assist in all general fabrication, building duties, inclusive:
• Handling of glass
• Welding a big PLUS, (MIG and TIG)
• Keeping it clean (the glass) and in pristine condition while working on any projects, very detailed
oriented is a must.
• Process glass (if applicable)(tumbling to our specs of our Patents)
• Assist in inventory and restocking of all company products
• Polishing (graining) metal (Aluminum & Stainless Steel) (if capable)
• Pulling orders (average weight is 45 lbs.)
• Sheet Metal experience a big plus!
• Two years plus training

Janitorial / Warehouse Helper
Candidate will take responsibility for maintaining a clean work environment, cleaning office, warehouse,
bathrooms, sweeping floors, taking out trash, etc.
Further candidate will assist in all general warehouse duties, inclusive:
• Handling of glass
• Washing company vehicles, very detailed oriented is a must.
• Process glass (if applicable)(tumbling)
• Assist in inventory and restocking of all company products
• Polishing metal (Aluminum & Stainless Steel) (if capable)
• Pulling orders (average weight is 45 lbs.)
• one year plus training

Other Positions Available.

Managing all warehouse/ shop work flow. Must have strong quality control and be

Shop
mechanically inclined. Possible trainee.
Supervisor
Salary D.O.E.

Responsibilities Include:
• Review new custom orders, scheduling, monitor progress to accomplish order
due dates.
• “Hands-on” building, assisting fabricators in building custom projects.
• Multi-task person with ability to set priorities, remain calm under pressure,
gain trust of fellow employees.
Experience:
• Light metals experience, i.e., sheet metal fabrication assembly, and electromechanical assemblies.
• Existing leader preferred, but a person with the right potential growth skills can
be considered.
Opportunity:
• Join the Company, “hands-on” learn the business, and based on your
performance advance to shop manager.
Work Hours
Are

Mon-Fri - 9-6pm Or pending work flow could fluctuate, Tue-Sat - 9-6pm
Email Us Your Resume Ed@Moderustic.com

Shop Fabricator /
Assistant. Helper

Fabricate or assist in fabricating electro mechanical, sheet metal orders in
the fireplace, fire pit, and vortex industries.
Salary D.O.E.
Assist in all general warehouse duties, inclusive:
• “Hands-on” fabrication experience or have the proper skills to

•
•

Work Hours are
Monday - Friday

•
•
•
•
•

start as an assistant fabricator or helper.
Ability to read custom shop work orders, fabrication/build
drawings and or sketches.
Person who prides themselves on high quality, trust, and ability
to works with associates.
Tues - 9:00 - 6:00
Wed - 9:00 - 6:00
Thurs - In time TBA. Possibly Assist in Set-up of Palm Springs
Street Fair TBA
Fri - 9:00 - 6:00
Sat - 9:00 - 6:00

Email Us Your Resume Ed@Moderustic.com

Welder

Salary TBD

Work Hours Are

•
•

Metal and sheet metal fabricator
Mig And Tig

•

Monday - Friday - 9-6pm

Email Us Your Resume Ed@Moderustic.com

inside
Sales

Work
Hours Are

Salary TBD

•
•

Computer skills, phone etiquette, good writing skills
Possible show representation, starting Tuesday through
Saturday, Sundays very possible, must be able to follow
orders/ direction,

•

Monday -Friday - 9-6pm Possible shows and or Sundays.

Email Us Your Resume Ed@Moderustic.com

ARE YOU A MOTIVATED SALES PERSON
LOOKING TO INVEST?
We are currently experiencing an exceptional rate of business growth and are exploring the possibility of
sharing this opportunity with the right individuals.
Moderustic Inc. has for the past 14 years been a professional manufacturer of FireGlass, custom burners,
unique fire features and a global player in custom (Metal Fabrication and multi-elemental, Fire, Water,
LED) projects. We firmly believe that in the right hands our innovative products may present immense
opportunity.

This is not a cookie cutter franchise package, nor a percentage sale of our company. Rather this is a
product(s) specific investment that begins with a conversation and arrives at a mutually beneficial
partnership.
We are receptive to new ideas and innovative ways to market our products. If you are a proven sales-talent
who’s pursuing investment opportunities, in a market whose potential is yet to be measured, please contact
us today.
Sincerely,
President.
Ed Jaunzemis
Ed@Moderustic.com
(909) 989-6129

ARE YOU A MOTIVATED ENTREPRENEUR, MOVER,
SHAKER, INVESTORS OR A SALES PERSON,
LOOKING TO INVEST?

Ever seen that beautiful crushed glass in a fireplace? Ever wondered where this started (InventED it)? Do
you know that Patents exist over the manner of its creation? And guess what…Moderustic Inc holds them.
And its time we took credit, where credit is do!
Starting mid 2013, we will be launching hundreds (possibly up 300-500) of initial lawsuits against various
alleged infringes. This marks the beginning of a whole new era for our company. One in where we expect
great prosperity and opportunity as we began multiple waves of lawsuits against thousands (~7000) of
alleged infringes across the country.
As it is, we are experiencing exceptional growth with many of our product lines, often shipping globally
and dealing with national, high profile commercial projects. Known as a go-to destination for one of kind
features and projects that are often believed not do-able; our reputation as custom metal fabricators with
unparalleled pyrotechnics' grows daily.
With all this potential we are exploring the possibility of sharing this opportunity with the right individuals.
We firmly believe that in the right hands our innovative products may present immense opportunity. This
is not a cookie cutter franchise package, nor a percentage sale of our company. Rather this is a product(s)
specific investment that begins with a conversation and arrives at a mutually beneficial partnership.
Meaning the ideal candidate is a seasoned professional in his/her field of business and is looking to not
only invest but help market and grow all of our product lines and various business aspects; from marketing,
sales and operational structure. In exchange you will receive a percentage of all sales from your particular
niche. So if you have the experience and financial liberty to join our company, please contact us today to
set up a meeting.
Sincerely,
President Moderustic Inc
Ed Jaunzemis and the entire staff

Ed@Moderustic.com
(909) 989-6129

Patent Press Release

Moderustic Inc
Contact: Ed Jaunzemis
Tel: (909) 989-6129
Email: Ed@Moderustic.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FIREGLASS IS FINALLY PATENTED**!
Signaling Imminent Change Over Manufacturing Rights
Of Tempered / Tumbled Glass for Fireplaces And Fire Pits

Rancho Cucamonga CA, August 8, 2011. After eight years in patent litigation/process*, Moderustic Inc
was issued their first US Patent # 7.976.360 B2**on July 12 2011; an unexpected reality by many in the
burgeoning industry. The patent** marks the beginning of sensitive negotiations with competing nationwide manufactures and their dealer networks that may have been selling the patent-pending product for
over eight years. Moderustic Inc will be represented by several legal teams across the United States.
We Make Fire Cool!
Moderustic is proud to have been issued 2 U.S. Patent Numbers
# 7,976,360 B2 (in reconsideration) and # 8,419,505 C1 and Patents pending!
covering our method of creating tumbled tempered glass for use in fireplaces and fire pits.
Patent Applications Published 2005, 2006 and 2014

The popular tumbled tempered glass product has been otherwise known as:
•
•
•

FireGlass
Fire Rocks,
Fire Crystals

•
•
•

FireGlass Stones
Fireplace Glass
Burning Glass

However, the Moderustic Patents and Patent Pendings** cover all tempered glass fragments. Effectively
covering all known forms of the popular fireplaces and fire pit glass**.
”It has been a long journey. And I plan to honor my wife’s memory as I move forward into the future that
we had always imagined.” Says Moderustic founders “Edgar and Claudia Jaunzemis”.
Moderustic has not only been manufacturing Fireglass but also navigating the competitive edge by
branching into propane conversion, direct vent conversions and various custom metal and fire features for
residential and commercial use. Moderustic Inc is located at 9467 9th St Unit D Rancho Cucamonga CA
91730 (909) 989-6129 or on line at www.Moderustic.com Ed@Moderustic.com. Please contact us to be
forwarded our attorneys who will be handling our claims in your area.

* litigation [ˌlɪtɪˈgeɪʃəәn]
1. (Law) the act or process of bringing or contesting a legal action in court
2. (Law) a judicial proceeding or contest
**Please see www.USPTO.gov and search the Patent files to see the exact and patent as it was approved.

###
We are also seeking Patent Trolls!
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